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a queer reader - alexandergray - a queer reader and portraits are in response to the damaged anthology a
queer reader: 2,500 years of male homosexuality, edited by patrick higgins (new york: new press, 1993). in
2003, i scanned the vandalized book jacket (design after: the senate) that already incorporated the 1985
photograph le marin (philippe gaillon) q ueer cinema - duke university press - has been a truly queer
collaboration whose many participants have nurtured and transformed how we think about cinema and the
world. th is projec t benefi ted at a critical stage from the support of the arts and humanities research council
(ahrc), which funded a series of symposia and queer fi lm events as part of the global queer cinema the new
queer and the old racism - eliaskrell - pressed to ignore. susan stryker and stephen whittle’s transgender
studies reader launched a ﬁ eld in which “trans” was theorized as an identity, positionality, and an-alytic.1
unsettling aspects of embodiment, identity, and politics that even “queer” could not account for, “trans”
became the new queer, in a sense. the tectonic ... queer america? - unigraz - queer america? gay and
lesbian identity in u.s. popular culture lecturer: pd dr. stefan brandt ruhr universität bochum summer term
2009 bibliography (selection) aaron, michelle, ed. new queer cinema: a critical reader. edinburgh: edinburgh
univ. press, 2004. queer geographies - jgieseking - queer theory, i made more sense of the world and my
everyday life. and so i hope you come to enjoy getting in bed with theory as much as i do. geographic theory
altman, irwin, and setha m. low. 1992. place attachment. new york: springer. benjamin, walter. 2002. the
arcades project. cambridge, ma: belknap press of harvard university press. ealc b225 topics in modern
chinese lit: queer china - ealc b225 topics in modern chinese lit: queer china spring 2016, bryn mawr
college ... queer literature (ku’er wenxue ), and queer film in mainland china, ... the center for lesbian and gay
studies reader. new york: new york university press, pp. 199–204. sankar, andrea. 1986. “sisters and brothers,
lovers and enemies: marriage resistance ... section 6: heterosexism further resources - routledge section 6: heterosexism further resources print resources history and politics ... a people’s glbt history of the
united states. new york: the new press. faderman, l. (1991). odd girls and twilight lovers: a history of ... d. e.,
jagose, a. (eds) (2012). the routledge queer studies reader. new york: routledge. hawley, j. c. (2001 ...
routledge queer studies reader critical introduction to ... - cardinal printing. you might also want to
check out the routledge queer studies reader =qsr, which has many of the essays (plus new ones). for
background, check out nikki sullivan’s (2003) a critical introduction to queer theory (new york university
press). sullivan’s book is on reserve at olin. course assignments gender, sexuality and represent - nyu straayer, chris. deviant eyes, deviant bodies: sexual re-orientations in film and video. ny: columbia university
press, 1996. waugh, tom, "lesbian and gay documentary: minority self-imaging, oppositional film practice, and
the question of image ethics." queer youth and media cultures - tandfonline - queer youth and media
cultures, edited by c. pullen, new york, palgrave-macmillan, 2014, 296 pp., € 84.99, isbn 978-1-13738-354-9
how are contemporary media cultures—in particular tv, film and online new media—shaping representations of
queer youth worldwide? how do local forms of media—such as queer-themed sample syllabus: queer film
and video course description - sample syllabus: queer film and video course description: this class explores
how lgbt and queer identities, lives, and communities have become visible in and to mainstream america
through the media of film and television. in turn, we will also examine how media representations of lgbt and
queer americans have shaped conversations of what it ... queers with disabilities: an annotated
bibliography - queers with disabilities: an annotated bibliography ... both queer people and people with
disabilities are minorities in society. to be queer and ... eyes of desire 2: a deaf glbt reader. minneapolis:
handtype press. a new anthology featuring over 85 deaf gay and lesbian writers. mcruer, robert. 2006. ...
queer nation - glbtqarchive - new york: oxford university press, 1995. maggenti, maria. "women as queer
nationals." out/look: national lesbian and gay quarterly no. 11 (winter 1991): 20-23. about the author susan
stryker is a historian, author, and co-editor of the transgender reader. she serves on the editorial advisory
board of glbtq. page 2 respectably queer - muse.jhu - 4. judith halberstam, in a queer time and place:
transgender bodies, subcultural lives (new york: new york university press, 2005), 4. 5. see robert corber and
stephen valocchi, “introduction,” in queer studies: an interdisciplinary reader, ed. robert j. corber and stephen
valocchi (new york: blackwell, 2003), 1–20. 6.
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